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THE FINE spo(2|n)-EQUIVARIANT QUANTIZATIONS ON THE
SUPER CIRCLES S1|n
ABOUBACAR NIBIRANTIZA
Abstract. In this paper, we generalize the known results on the super circles S1|1
and S1|2. We construct the fine equivariant quantization on the super circle S1|n for
n > 3. The equivariant Lie superalgebra is spo(2|n) which is constituted of the contact
projective vector fields on S1|n. In order to construct the fine equivariant quantiza-
tion on S1|n, we use the model developed, in the purely even case, by Charles H.
Conley and Valentin Ovsienko in [Linear Differential Operators on Contact manifolds,
www.arxiv:math-Ph/1205.6562v1,24p, 2012]. We also use the technical of Casimir oper-
ators to prove the uniqueness of the fine quantization on S1|n. The technical of Casimir
operators used here is the same as the one used by P. Mathonet and F. Radoux in [Lett.
Math. Phys. 98 (2011),311-331 ] to prove the existence of a pgl(p + 1|q)-equivariant
quantization on Rp|q.
2010 Mathematics Subject Classification: 58A50; 17B66; 17B10
1. Introduction
The concept of equivariant quantization over Rn was introduced by P. Lecomte and
V. Ovsienko in [15]. An equivariant quantization is a linear bijection between a space
of differential operators and its corresponding space of symbols that commutes with the
action of a Lie subalgebra of vector fields over Rn and preserves the principal symbol.
In their seminal work [15], P. Lecomte and V. Ovsienko considered spaces of differential
operators acting between densities and the Lie algebra of projective vector fields over Rn,
sl(n+ 1). In this situation, they showed the existence and uniqueness of an equivariant
quantization.
The results of [15] were generalized in many directions and recently several papers
dealt with the problem of equivariant quantizations in the context of supergeometry.
For example, the thesis [9] dealt with conformally equivariant quantizations over super-
cotangent bundles, the papers [12] and [18] exposed and solved respectively the problems
of the pgl(p + 1|q)-equivariant quantization over Rp|q and of the osp(p + 1, q + 1|2r)-
equivariant quantization over Rp+q|2r, whereas in [19], the authors define the problem
Date: September 18, 2018.
Key words and phrases. Contact structure on superspaces, Lie superalgebras, Differential operators,
equivariant quantization.
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of the natural and projectively invariant quantization on arbitrary supermanifolds and
show the existence of such a map.
Another type of equivariant quantization was studied over the super circles S1|1 and
S1|2 endowed with the canonical contact structures in [7, 11, 10]. The equivariant Lie
superalgebras are spo(2|1) on S1|1 and spo(2|2) on S1|2. These Lie superalgebras provide
to the existence of the two geometric structures on the super circle, i.e, the projective
structure and the contact structure. In [7, 11, 10] the explicit formulas of the equivariant
quantization on the super circles S1|1 and S1|2 are given.
In this paper, we generalize on the super circles S1|n for an arbitrary n > 3 the re-
sults obtained on S1|1 and S1|2. The equivariant quantizations that we construct here
intertwine the actions of the Lie superalgebra of contact projective vector fields spo(2|n)
on S1|n. This Lie superalgebra is the intersection of the Lie superalgebra of contact
vector fields K(n) on S1|n and the Lie superalgebra of projective vector fields pgl(2|n).
In this paper, the spaces of differential operators are endowed with filtrations which
are defined thanks to the contact structures and which are finer than the classical ones.
The spaces of symbols are then the graded spaces corresponding to these finer filtrations.
We use here two formalisms: on the one hand, we use the technical developed in
the purely even case by Charles H. Conley and Valentin Ovsienko in [3]: to prove the
existence of equivariant quantization on the super circles S1|n, we consider the symbols
represented by the polynomials and the Lie derivative represented by the differential
operators. On the other hand, we use the method of Casimir operators to prove the
uniqueness of the equivariant quantization in the same way as the one linked to the
Casimir operators used by P. Mathonet and F. Radoux in [12] to built the pgl(p+ 1|q)-
equivariant quantization on Rp|q.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we recall the definitions of the objects
that occur in the problem of quantization such as densities, differential operators and
symbols and some tools exposed in [3] to define the fine symbols. In Section 3, we expose
the tools that we are going to use to build the fine quantization and we show the com-
putations for the existence of the fine spo(2|n)-equivariant quantization. In the section
4, we compute the Casimir operators on the symbols and on the differential operators in
order to prove the uniqueness of the fine spo(2|n)-equivariant quantization on the super
circles S1|n for an arbitrary integer n > 3.
We mention here that our construction of the fine equivariant quantization is not appli-
cable in the case of S1|2 because the sl(2|2)-equivariant quantization doesn’t induce a
spo(2|2)-equivariant quantization.
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2. Notation and problem setting
In this section, we recall some tools pertaining to the problem of equivariant quan-
tization such as weighted densities, differential operators, symbols, contact projective
vector fields on S1|n. Our description is the generalization of the one described in [10].
2.1. Superfunctions on S1|n. We define the geometry of the superspace S1|n, where
n ∈ N∗, by describing its associative supercommutative superalgebra of superfunctions
on S1|n which we denote by C∞(S1|n) and which is constituted by the elements
f(x, θ) =
∑
06|I|6q
fI(x)θI
= f0(x) + f1(x)θ1 + ...+ fn(x)θn + f12(x)θ1θ2 + ... + f1...n(x)θ1...θn
where |I| is the length of I, x is the coordinate corresponding to one of the affine
coordinates system on RP 1, θ = (θi), i = 1, · · · , n is odd Grassmann coordinates, i.e.
θ2i = 0, θiθj = −θjθi and where fI(x) ∈ C
∞(S1) are functions on S1. We define the
parity function .˜ by setting x˜ = 0 and θ˜ = 1.
2.2. Vector fields on S1|n. A vector field on S1|n is a superderivation of the associative
supercommutative superalgebra C∞(S1|n). In coordinates, it can be expressed as
X = f∂x +
n∑
i=1
gi∂θi ,
where f and gi are the elements of C∞(S1|n), ∂x =
∂
∂x
and ∂θi =
∂
∂θi
for all i = 1, 2, · · · , n.
The parity function .˜ on vector field X is defined as
∂˜xi = 0 and ∂˜θi = 1.
The superspace of all vector fields on S1|n is a Lie superalgebra which we shall denote
by Vect(S1|n).
2.3. The Lie superalgebra of contact vector fields on S1|n. The standard contact
structure on S1|n is defined by the linear distribution
〈D1, D2, . . . , Dn〉,
i.e generated by the following odd vector fields
D1 = ∂θ1 − θ1∂x, D2 = ∂θ2 − θ2∂x, . . . , Dn = ∂θn − θn∂x.
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It can also be seen that the contact structure on S1|n is spanned by the kernel of the
1-form on S1|n defined by
α = dx+
n∑
i=1
θidθi.
Definition 2.1. A vector field on S1|n is called a contact vector field if it preserves the
contact distribution, that is, satisfies the condition:
[X,D1] =
∑
i
ψXiDi, [X,D2] =
∑
i
φXiDi, . . . , [X,Dn] =
∑
i
σXiDi,
where ψXi , φXi, . . . σXi are functions depending on X. The superspace of contact vector
fields is a Lie superalgebra which we shall denote by K(n)1.
It is well-known (see in [2]) that every contact vector field on S1|n can be expressed,
for some functions f ∈ C∞(S1|n), by
(1) Xf = f∂x − (−1)
f˜ 1
2
n∑
i=1
Di(f)Di.
The superfunction f is called a contact Hamiltonian of the vector field Xf . The following
result is important.
Proposition 2.2. For a fixed m ∈ N∗, the condition given in definition 2.1 becomes
[Xf , Dm] =
1
2
n∑
i=1
DmDi(f)Di.
Proof. It is sufficient to compute the formula given in definition 2.1 while replacing X
by the formula (1) of Xf . 
Remark 2.3. It is obvious that [Xf , Dm] = ψ1D1 + ψ2D2 + . . . + ψnDn, where ψi ∈
C∞(S1|n) for all i = 1, . . . , n depending on Xf .
When we define the following Lagrange bracket on C∞(S1|n)
(2) {f, g} = fg′ − f ′g − (−1)f˜
1
2
n∑
i=1
Di(f)Di(g),
where f ′ = ∂xf , we obtain a structure of Lie superalgebra on C
∞(S1|n). We can thus
identify the Lie superalgebra C∞(S1|n) with the Lie superalgebra K(n)
1 The notation K(1|n) can be also used in place of K(n).
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2.4. The Lie superalgebra spo(2|n). As done in [2, 1], one can see that the Lie super-
algebra spo(2|n) is the intersection of the Lie superalgebra K(n) and the Lie superalgebra
of projective vector fields pgl(2|n) exposed in [12]. The Lie superalgebra spo(2|n) is then
called the Lie superalgebra of the contact projective vector fields. Thus spo(2|n) is a
(n + 2|2n)-dimensional Lie superalgebra spanned by the following contact projective
vector fields
2Xx, Xx2,−X1, 2Xθj−1θj , 2Xθi,−2Xxθi, i = 1, . . . , n and j = 2, . . . , n
Explicitly, we obtain (see [10, 2, 1, 12]) those vector fields when we realize the embed-
ding of a Lie superalgebra of matrices belonging to gl(2|n) into Vect(S1|n). The Lie
superalgebra spanned by the contact projective vector fields associated with the contact
Hamiltonians
{1, x, θi, θj−1θj , j = 2, . . . , n}
will be called affine Lie superalgebra and it will be denoted by Aff(2|n).
2.5. Modules of weighted densities. We define an action of Xf on C
∞(S1|n) by
(3) LλXf (g) = Xf (g) + λf
′g, ∀g ∈ C∞(S1|n)
and where λ is an arbitrary number and f ′ = ∂xf . We thus obtain a familly of differential
operators of order one on C∞(S1|n), denoted by LλXf . It is clear that
[LλXf , L
λ
Xg
] = Lλ[Xf ,Xg] = L
λ
X{f,g}
,
where {f, g} is the Lagrange bracket of the superfunctions f and g. The correspondance
Xf 7→ L
λ
Xf
is a homomorphism of Lie superalgebras.
Definition 2.4. The module Fλ(S
1|n) of λ-contact densities on S1|n is the space C∞(S1|n)
endowed with the action (3) of K(n). One can write any λ-contact density as gαλ where
α is a contact 1-form on S1|n and for an arbitrary superfunction g.
We can also define another type of action LλX of an element X of Vect(S
1|n) on the
space of superfunctions C∞(S1|n) as follow
(4) LλX(g) := X(g) + λdiv(X)g, ∀g ∈ C
∞(S1|n),
where div(X) = f ′ +
∑n
i=1(−1)
g˜i∂θig
i. We can show that for all X, Y ∈ Vect(S1|n), we
have
[LλX ,L
λ
Y ] = L
λ
[X,Y ]
Definition 2.5. The module Berλ(S
1|n) of tensor densities of weight λ ∈ R on S1|n is
the space of superfunctions C∞(S1|n) endowed with the action (4) of Vect(S1|n). One
can write for g ∈ C∞(S1|n), any λ-tensor density as g|Dx|λ.
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The following remark is important.
Remark 2.6. If the superdimension m = 1− n is different to −1, then the application
(5) ϕ : Fλ(S
1|n)→ Ber 2λ
m+1
(S1|n) : gαλ 7→ g|Dx|
2λ
m+1
is an isomorphism of K(n)-modules.
To show that ϕ is bijective, it sufficient to compute that the application ϕ intertwines
the action of Xf on the spaces Fλ(S
1|n) and Ber 2λ
m+1
(S1|n), i.e.
ϕ(LλXf (gα
λ)) = L
2λ
m+1
Xf
(ϕ(gαλ)).
2.6. Modules of Differential operators and symbols.
Definition 2.7. If we denote (qI) = (x, θi), i ∈ [1, n] the coordinates system of Darboux
on S1|n, we call differential operator D of order k on S1|n, the application which maps
on Fλ(S
1|n) to Fµ(S
1|n) and it can be written in coordinates by
D : fαλ 7→ (
∑
I:|I|≤k
AI∂qIf)α
µ,
where I = (i0, i1, . . . , in) is a multi-index, |I| = i0+i1+ . . .+in and AI is a superfunction
for all I.
More explicitly, a differential operator D can be written in coordinates by
(6)
∑
I:|I|≤k
AI(∂x)
i0(∂θ1)
i1 . . . (∂θn)
in.
Because ∂2θi = 0, the exponents i1, . . . , in in the expression (6) are at most equal to 1.
The differential operators of order 0 are simply the multiplication by (µ−λ)-densities.
We define the space of differential operators as follow
Dλµ(S
1|n) =
∞⋃
k=0
Dkλµ(S
1|n).
If D ∈ Dλµ(S
1|n) and if X ∈ K(n), then the action of X on Dλµ(S
1|n) is defined by the
Lie derivative LλµX via the following supercommutator
(7) LλµX D = L
µ
X ◦D − (−1)
X˜D˜D ◦ LλX
where LλX and L
µ
X are defined in (3). We have thus a structure of K(n)-module on the
space Dλµ(S
1|n).
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The graded space associated to the space Dλµ(S
1|n) is called the space of symbols and
denoted by Sδ(S
1|n). It is defined in the following way
Sδ(S
1|n) := Dkλµ(S
1|n)/Dk−1λµ (S
1|n), δ = λ− µ.
We define also the following surjective application on Dkλµ(S
1|n)
σk : D
k
λµ(S
1|n) → Sδ(S
1|n) : D 7→ [D],
where the notation [D]means the equivalence class ofD. The action of K(n) on Skδ (S
1|n),
denoted by LδX is given by
LδX(S) = [L
λµ
X (D)],
where S = [D] is an element of Skδ (S
1|n).
When S1|n is endowed with the standard contact α, then the superderivations are
spanned on C∞(S1|n) by the field of Reeb ∂x and by the vector fields Di where i =
1, . . . , n. This allows us to define on the space of differential operators a different filtra-
tion which induces another type of symbols.
Definition 2.8. If K = (i1, . . . , in) is the multi-index of length |K| = i1+ . . .+ in and if
D is an differential operator of order k acting between λ- and µ-densities on S1|n, then
D is of the form
(8)
∑
K:c+|K|6k
AcK∂
c
xD
K
,
where AcK is a superfunction and D
K
= D
i1
1 · · ·D
in
n .
We can now define the differential operator with an order of Heisenberg d where one
has the order d ∈ 1
2
N whereas the order k ∈ N.
Definition 2.9. If D is a differential operator of the form (8), then we say that D has
an order of Heisenberg equal to d if c + 1
2
|K| 6 d for all c,K. We denote by Hdλµ(S
1|n)
the space of differential operators of order of Heisenberg equal to d on S1|n.
We can see that this space of differential operators is therefore filtered by the order of
Heisenberg. Indeed, the total space Hλµ(S
1|n) is the union of the spaces Hdλµ(S
1|n), i.e.
Hλµ(S
1|n) =
⋃
d∈ 1
2
N
Hdλµ(S
1|n).
Because Hdλµ(S
1|n) ⊂ H
d+ 1
2
λµ (S
1|n), we have the following inclusions
H0λµ(S
1|n) ⊂ H
1
2
λµ(S
1|n) ⊂ H1λµ(S
1|n) ⊂ · · · ⊂ Hdλµ(S
1|n) ⊂ H
d+ 1
2
λµ (S
1|n) ⊂ · · ·
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for all d ∈ 1
2
N.
Definition 2.10. The graded space associated to the space Hdλµ(S
1|n) is denoted by
Pδ(S
1|n). We have therefore
(9) Pδ(S
1|n) :=
⊕
d∈ 1
2
N
Pdδ (S
1|n) :=
∑
d∈ 1
2
N
Hdλµ(S
1|n)/H
d− 1
2
λµ (S
1|n),
where δ = µ− λ.
The canonical projection defines the application hσ called Heisenberg symbol map as
follow
hσ : Hdλµ(S
1|n)→ Pdδ (S
1|n) : D 7→ [D],
where [D] means the equivalence class of D in the quotient Hdλµ(S
1|n)/H
d− 1
2
λµ (S
1|n).
2.7. Modules of fine symbols. We generalize in super case, the model used in the
even case by C.Conley and V.Ovsienko in [3].
Definition 2.11. We define a bifiltration on Dλµ(S
1|n) by
Dk,dλµ (S
1|n) := Dkλµ(S
1|n) ∩Hdλµ(S
1|n).
The bigraded space Σδ(S
1|n) associated to the bifiltration Dk,dλµ (S
1|n) is defined by
(10) Σδ(S
1|n) =
∞⊕
k=0
⊕
d∈ 1
2
N
Σk,dδ (S
1|n) =
∞⊕
k=0
⊕
d∈ 1
2
N
Dk,dλµ (S
1|n)/(Dk−1,dλµ (S
1|n)+D
k,d− 1
2
λµ (S
1|n)).
The elements of Σδ(S
1|n) are called fine symbols.
We define accordingly the fine symbol map by
fσk,d : D
k,d
λµ (S
1|n) → Σk,dδ (S
1|n) : D 7→ [D],
where the bracket means the equivalence class ofD inDk,dλµ (S
1|n)/(Dk−1,dλµ (S
1|n)+D
k,d− 1
2
λµ (S
1|n)).
To justify the terminology of fine symbol, we refer to [3].
If we define an isomorphism between Pdδ (S
1|n) and a sub-space of Fδ⊗Pol(T
∗S1|n) as
follow
(11) ϕ :
∑
c,K
c+ 1
2
|K|6d
AcK∂
c
xD
K
+H
d− 1
2
λ,µ (S
1|n) 7→
∑
c,K
c+ 1
2
|K|=d
AcKα
δζcγK
where ζ and γ are respectively the moments associated to the vector fields ∂x and Di,
then we can see that the space Σk,d(S1|n) is isomorphic to a sub-space of Fδ⊗Pol(T
∗S1|n)
in the following way
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(12) ϕ :
∑
c,K
c+ 1
2
|K|6d
c+|K|6k
AcK∂
c
xD¯
K + (D
k,d− 1
2
λ,µ (S
1|n) +Dk−1,dλ,µ (S
1|n)) 7→
∑
c,K
c+ 1
2
|K|=d
c+|K|=k
AcKα
δζcγK .
One can see that the space of symbols Pδ(S
1|n) can be expressed with the direct sum of
Σk,dδ (S
1|n):
Pδ(S
1|n) =
⊕
d∈ 1
2
N
Hd(S1|n)/Hd−
1
2 (S1|n) =
⊕
d∈ 1
2
N
2d⊕
k=⌈d⌉
Σk,dδ (S
1|n)
where ⌈x⌉ := inf{n ∈ N : n > x}.
The following theorem gives the explicit formulas of the actions of the Lie superalgebra
spo(2|n) on the spaces Sδ(S
1|n) and Pδ(S
1|n) and on the fine symbol space Σδ(S
1|n).
Theorem 2.12. If Xf ∈ spo(2|n) and if we denote by L
P
Xf
(resp. LΣXf , resp. L
S
Xf
) the
actions of Xf on Pδ(S
1|n) (resp. Σδ(S
1|n); resp. Sδ(S
1|n)) then these actions are given
i) firstly by LΣXf = f∂x+∂x(f) (δ − ζ∂ζ)−
1
2
(−1)f˜
∑n
i=1Di(f)Di+
1
2
∑n
j,k=1DjDk(f)γk∂γj .
ii) secondly by LPXf = L
Σ
Xf
,
iii) and finally by LSXf = L
Σ
Xf
+ 1
2
(−1)f˜
∑n
i=1Di(f
′)γi∂ζ ,
where the notations ∂x and Di denote the action of the vector fields ∂x and Di on the
coefficients of the symbol.
Proof. The spaces Σ(S1|n) :=
⋃
δ∈R Σδ(S
1|n), P(S1|n) :=
⋃
δ∈R Pδ(S
1|n) and S(S1|n) :=⋃
δ∈R Sδ(S
1|n) are actually algebras for the canonical product of symbols. We can con-
sider the operators L˜ΣXf , L˜
P
Xf
and L˜SXf acting respectively on Σ(S
1|n), P(S1|n) and S(S1|n)
whose the restrictions on the spaces Σδ(S
1|n), Pδ(S
1|n) and Sδ(S
1|n) are given by LΣXf ,
LPXf and L
S
Xf
for all δ ∈ R. The operators L˜ΣXf , L˜
P
Xf
and L˜SXf are actually derivations of
the spaces Σ(S1|n), P(S1|n) and S(S1|n). We can compute the actions LΣXf and L
S
Xf
on
the generators ζ , γi and gα
δ of the spaces Σδ(M) and Sδ(M).
If the application of LΣXf and L
S
Xf
on those generators coincide with the actions of the
second members of equations (i) and (iii) of the theorem 2.12 on the same generators
and thanks that the right members of those equations are the derivation operators, then
the equations (i) and (iii) of the theorem 2.12 are verified.
Thanks to the isomorphism ϕ defined by (11), we compute the operators LΣXf and L
S
Xf
on the generators ζ, γi and gα
δ of the spaces Σδ(M) and Sδ(M) by using respectively
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the Lie derivative of differential operators ∂x, Di and gα
δ.
We obtain
LΣXf (Di) = [Xf , Di] + δf
′Di
Since the commutator [Di, Ds] is equal to −2∂z and using the isomorphism ϕ given by
(11), we obtain
(13) LΣXf (γi) =
(
δf ′Id +
1
2
n∑
j,k=1
DjDk(f)γk∂γj
)
(γi).
If we compute LΣXf (∂x) and using the isomorphism ϕ given by (11), we obtain
(14) LΣXf (ζ) = (δ − 1) f
′Id(ζ),
and finally we obtain in the same conditions
(15) LΣXf (gα
δ) =
(
f∂x + δf
′Id− (−1)f˜
1
2
n∑
i=1
Di(f)Di
)
(gαδ).
We can see that if we restrict the formula given by (i) in the theorem 2.12 to the
generators Di, ∂x and gα
δ, we obtain respectively the formulas (13), (14) et (15). The
proof is also the same on the formula given by (iii) in the theorem 2.12.

Remark 2.13. By definition of action, the applications fσk,d and σk are K(n)-equivariant,
i.e.
LSXf ◦ σk = σk ◦ L
λµ
Xf
on Dkλµ(S
1|n),
and
LΣXf ◦ fσk,d = fσk,d ◦ L
λµ
Xf
on Dk,dλµ (S
1|n).
2.8. The affine quantization map and the map γ. Here we use the tools of the
construction of the quantization in the purely even situation to build the quantization
in the super situation. We begin by the classical definition of a quantization.
Definition 2.14. If g is a Lie superalgebra, we call a g-equivariant quantization on S1|n,
a linear application
Q : Sδ(S
1|n)→ Dλµ(S
1|n)
such that, for every X ∈ g, one has
LλµX ◦Q = Q ◦ L
δ
X
and satisfy the condition
∀k ∈ N, ∀S ∈ Skδ (S
1|n), σk(Q(S)) = S.
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Let now build (in our case) a linear even bijection QAff from the space of symbols
to the space of differential operators. This quantization is defined as the inverse of the
total symbol map σAff whose restriction to D
k
λµ is given in the following definition.
Definition 2.15. For all k ∈ N, one has
σAff : D
k
λµ(S
1|n)→ ⊕kl=0S
l
δ(S
1|n) : D 7→ σAff(D),
where, if D is given by (6), therefore σAff(D) is defined by∑
I:|I|≤k
[
AI(∂x)
i0(∂θ1)
i1 . . . (∂θn)
in
]
|I|
,
where [·]r means the equivalence class in D
r
λµ(S
1|n)/Dr−1λµ (S
1|n).
The affine quantization intertwines the actions of the affine superalgebra.
As done in [12, 10], using the affine quantization map, we can endow the space of symbols
with a structure of representation of Vect(S1|n), isomorphic to Dλµ. Explicitly, we set
LXfS := Q
−1
Aff ◦ L
λµ
Xf
◦QAff(S), ∀S ∈ Sδ(S
1|n), Xf ∈ spo(2|n).
In order to measure the difference between the representations (Sδ, LXf ) and (Sδ,LXf ),
we define the map
(16) γ : spo(2|n) → gl(Sδ,Sδ) : X 7→ γ(Xf) = LXf − L
δ
Xf
.
This map can be computed in coordinates and it has the same properties as in the
classical situation. As consequence of a result of P. Mathonet and F. Radoux in [12], we
have the following result
Proposition 2.16. The map γ vanishes on the constant vector fields and linear vector
fields. Moreover, for every quadratic vector field Xf and k ∈ N, the restriction of γ(Xf )
to Skδ has values in S
k−1
δ and is a differential operator of order zero and parity X˜f with
constant coefficients.
We are now in position to define the notion of fine spo(2|n)-equivariant quantization
on S1|n.
Definition 2.17. A fine spo(2|n)-equivariant quantization is a linear bijection Q between
Pδ(S
1|n) and Dλµ(S
1|n) such that its restriction Q|Pd
δ
: Pdδ (S
1|n) → Dk,dλµ (S
1|n) is such that
the following application
hσd ◦Q|Pd
δ
: Pdδ (S
1|n) → Pdδ (S
1|n)
is the identity.
We say that the fine quantization Q is spo(2|n)-equivariant if it intertwines the actions
of spo(2|n) on Pδ(S
1|n) and on Dλµ(S
1|n).
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3. Construction of the fine spo(2|n)-equivariant quantization on S1|n
In order to construct the fine spo(2|n)-equivariant quantization we will need to adopt
the tools used in [3] in the even case. It is mainly to construct the equivariant application
between Pδ(S
1|n) and Sδ(S
1|n). We begin with the main results given in the following
lemmas.
Lemma 3.1. If i ∈ {1, . . . , n} then one has the commutator
[Xx2, Xθi] = −Xxθi .
Proof. It is clear that the result is obtained by using the Lagrange formula. 
In particular, the formulas obtained in the theorem 2.12 becomes with Xx2 and Xx
respectively as follow
(17) LΣX
x2
= x2∂x2 + 2x(δ − ζ∂ζ) + xθiDi − xγi∂γi
and
(18) xLΣXx = x
2∂x + x(δ − ζ∂ζ) +
1
2
xθiDi −
1
2
xγi∂γi .
The formulas (17) and (18) and the lemma 3.1 are very important in the computations.
Definition 3.2. We define now the following operator on the space of fine symbols
Σk,d(S1|n) by setting
∆ : Σk,d(S1|n)→ Σk,d−
1
2 (S1|n) : S 7→
n∑
i=1
γiDi∂ζS.
In the following, we use the Einstein convention on the sum of the repeated indexes.
The following commutators facilitate the computations.
Lemma 3.3. (i) The commutator of ∆ and ζ∂ζ is equals to ∆, i.e. [∆, ζ∂ζ] = ∆,
(ii) [∆, x] = θiγi∂ζ ,
(iii) The operator ∆ intertwines the actions of the affine superalgebra Aff(2|n), i.e.
[∆, LXf ] = 0, ∀Xf ∈ Aff(2|n).
(iv) [∆, γi] = 0.
These results are obtained by a simple computation. We have also the following
commutators.
Lemma 3.4.
(i) [∆, x2] = 2xθiγi∂ζ ,
(ii) [∆, θlγl] = 0,
(iii) [∆, θj∂γj ] = γj∂γj∂ζ − θ
iDi∂ζ .
It sufficient to use the elementary results of the lemma 3.3.
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3.1. spo(2|n)-equivariant application between Pδ(S
1|n) and Sδ(S
1|n). As done in
the even case (see e.g in [3]), we define in this section the application SQ between
Pδ(S
1|n) and Sδ(S
1|n) and we show that it intertwines the actions of the Lie superalgebra
spo(2|n) on the spaces Pδ(S
1|n) and Sδ(S
1|n).
Theorem 3.5. If δ is not contained in the set
Iδ :=
∞⋃
d=0
{
2c− j
2
, 0 6 j 6 2d− 1, 0 6 c 6 d}
then the application SQ : Pδ(S
1|n) → Sδ(S
1|n) defined by
S 7→
(
∞∑
a=0
∆a
1
2aa!
a−1∏
j=0
1(
c− δ − 1
2
j
))S
where c is the degree of S in ζ, is a spo(2|n)-equivariant application between Pδ(S
1|n)
and Sδ(S
1|n) if we set
∏−1
j=0
1
(c−δ− 12 j)
= 1.
Proof. It is clear that the application SQ intertwines the actions of Aff(2|n). Because
of the commutator [Xx2 , Xθi] given in the lemma 3.1, it is clear that when we prove that
SQ intertwines the action of Xx2 on the spaces Pδ(S
1|n) and Sδ(S
1|n), then we prove
that the application SQ is spo(2|n)-equivariant between Pδ(S
1|n) and Sδ(S
1|n). The
application of the following form
∑∞
a=0∆
aCa where Ca is a constant for all integer a, is
spo(2|n)-equivariant between Pδ(S
1|n) and Sδ(S
1|n) if and only if we have the condition
LSX
x2
◦
∞∑
a=0
∆aCa =
∞∑
a=0
∆aCa ◦ L
Σ
X
x2
We can also write the equation as follow
(LSX
x2
− LΣX
x2
) ◦
∞∑
a=0
∆aCa + L
Σ
X
x2
◦
∞∑
a=0
∆aCa =
∞∑
a=0
∆aCa ◦ L
Σ
X
x2
.
By using the third formula of theorem 2.12, we can see that LSX
x2
− LΣX
x2
= −θsγs∂ζ .
Therefore, the previous equality becomes
(19) θsγs∂ζ ◦
∞∑
a=0
∆aCa +
∞∑
a=0
[LΣX
x2
,∆a]Ca = 0.
We need to know the commutator [LΣX
x2
,∆a] which we compute in the following lemma.
Lemma 3.6. For all non vanishing integer a, we have
[LΣX
x2
,∆a] = 2a∆a−1θsγs∂ζ(ζ∂ζ − δ −
1
2
(a− 1)).
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Proof. We prove this by induction. We suppose that the formula is correct for a = 1.
Indeed, because of the formulas (17) and (18), we can write
[∆, LΣX
x2
] = [∆, 2xLΣXx ]− [∆, x
2∂x].
Since the operator ∆ is Aff(2|n)-equiavriant, it sufficient to compute the commutators
[∆, x] and [∆, x2∂x] by using the elementary results of lemma3.3 and lemma 3.4. We
show now that the formula is true for all a ∈ N. We can write that the commutator
[LΣX
x2
,∆a] is equals to
[LΣX
x2
,∆a] = [LΣX
x2
,∆a−1]∆ + ∆a−1[LΣX
x2
,∆].
If we suppose true the formula given in the lemma 3.6 for a−1, the expression [LΣX
x2
,∆a−1]∆+
∆a−1[LΣX
x2
,∆] in the second member is equals to
2(a− 1)∆a−2θsγs∂ζ
(
ζ∂ζ − δ −
1
2
(a− 2)
)
∆+ 2∆a−1θsγs∂ζ(ζ∂ζ − δ).
By using the fact that [δ, ζ∂ζ] = ∆ and that [∆, θ
sγs] = 0, the commutator [L
Σ
X
x2
,∆a]
becomes
2∆a−1θsγs∂ζ
(
(a− 1)(ζ∂ζ − δ)−
1
2
a(a− 1) + (ζ∂ζ − δ)
)
.
A simple computation gives the result. 
We return now to the proof of the theorem. Using the formula of lemme 3.6, the
expression (19) can be written as follow
−θsγs∂ζ ◦
∞∑
a=0
∆aCa + 2
∞∑
a=1
a∆a−1θsγs∂ζ
(
ζ∂ζ − δ −
1
2
(a− 1)
)
Ca = 0,
or also
∞∑
a=1
θsγs∂ζ∆
a−1
(
−Ca−1 + 2a
(
ζ∂ζ − δ −
1
2
(a− 1)
)
Ca
)
= 0.
An application of the form
∑∞
a=0∆
aCa is spo(2|n)-equivariant if and only if the constant
Ca of the theorem 3.5 are given by the following formula
Ca =
Ca−1
2a
(
c− δ − 1
2
(a− 1)
)
for all a ∈ N0. 
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3.2. Fine spo(2|n)-equivariant quantization. In this section, we show that in order
to construct the fine spo(2|n)-equivariant quantization, we need to use the pgl(p+ 1|q)-
equivariant quantization constructed by P.Mathonet and F. Radoux in [12]. We begin
here by their main results on Rp|q for all p, q ∈ N.
If p + 1 6= q, then the projective Lie superalgebra pgl(p + 1|q) is isomorphic to the
Lie superalgebra sl(p + 1|p). The set of critical values of the sl(p + 1|q)-equivariant
application between Sδ and Dλµ on R
p|q is given by the formula
(20) C = ∪∞k=1Ck, where Ck = {
2k − i+ p− q
p− q + 1
: i = 1, · · · , k}.
The following theorem gives the main result of sl(p + 1|q)-equivariant quantization on
R
p|q.
Theorem 3.7. If δ is not critical value, then the application Q : Sδ → Dλµ defined by
Q(S)(f) =
k∑
r=0
Ck,rQAff(div
rS)(f), ∀S ∈ Skδ
is the unique sl(p+ 1|q)-equivariant quantization on Rp|q if
Ck,r =
∏r
j=1((p− q + 1)λ+ k − j)
r!
∏r
j=1(p− q + 2k − j − (p− q + 1)δ)
, ∀r > 1, Ck,0 = 1.
Here the application "div" was extended to the symbols of degree k as follow:
div : Skδ → S
k−1
δ : S 7→
p+q∑
j=1
(−1)y˜j i(ǫj)∂yjS,
where ǫj is the j-th line vector of the base of (Rp|q)∗ ∼= g1 and where S is considered as
an element of Fδ ⊗ Pol
k(T ∗Rp|q) and p = 2l + 1 for all l ∈ N.
When the superspace Rp|q is endowed with the standard contact structure, i.e. when
p = 2l + 1 for all l ∈ N, the sl(p + 1|q)-equivariant quantization induces a spo(p + 1|q)-
equivariant quantization. The set of critical values given by the formula (20) of the
induced spo(p+ 1|q)-equivariant quantization becomes
(21) C′ = ∪∞k=1C
′
k, where C
′
k = {
2k − i+m
2
: i = 1, · · · , k}
where m = p− q is the superdimension and the theorem 3.7 takes the following form
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Theorem 3.8. If δ is not critical value, then the application Q : Sδ → Dλµ defined by
Qsl(S)(f) =
k∑
r=0
Ck,rQAff(div
rS)(f), ∀S ∈ Skδ
is the unique spo(p+ 1|q)-equivariant quantization on Rp|q if
Ck,r =
∏r
j=1(2λc + k − j)
r!
∏r
j=1(m+ 2k − j − 2δc)
, ∀r > 1, Ck,0 = 1
where the index c denotes the contact weight.
In particular, when p = 1 and q = n we obtain the situation of the super circles
S1|n by identifying the super circles S1|n with the super space R1|n. We are now in
position to construct the fine spo(2|n)-equivariant quantization on S1|n by composing
the applications SQ and Qsl in the following theorem.
Theorem 3.9. If δ /∈ Iδ ∪ C where C =
⋃
k∈N C
′
k and if Q
sl is the pgl(2|n)-equivariant
quantization, then the application Q = Qsl ◦ SQ is a fine spo(2|n)-equivariant quantiza-
tion on
Pδ(S
1|n) =
⊕
d∈ 1
2
N
Pdδ (S
1|n).
Proof. The sufficient condition of existence of Q on Pdδ (S
1|n) is simply the existence of
SQ on Pdδ (S
1|n) and the existence of Qsl on SQ(Pdδ (S
1|n)). The existence of SQ on
Pdδ (S
1|n) is assured by the fact that
δ /∈ {
2c− j
2
, 0 6 j 6 2d− 1, 0 6 c 6 d}
whereas the existence of Qsl on SQ(Pdδ (S
1|n)) is assured by the fact that δ /∈
⋃2d
k=⌈d⌉ C
′
k.
Finally, the existence of Q on Pδ(S
1|n) is assured by the fact that δ /∈ Iδ ∪ C. 
4. Uniqueness of the fine spo(2|n)-equivariant quantization
The uniqueness of the fine spo(2|n)-equivariant quantization is treated by compar-
ing the Casimir operator CP on the fine symbols and the Casimir operator CD on the
differential operators.
4.1. Casimir operators. Let us recall the definition of the Casimir operator associated
with a representation of a Lie superalgebra (see e.g [10, 12, 1, 20]).
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Definition 4.1. We consider a Lie superalgebra g endowed with an even non-degenerate
supersymmetric bilinear form K and a representation (V, ρ) of g. The Casimir operator
Cρ of g associated with (V, ρ) is defined by
Cρ =
∑
i
ρ(u∗i )ρ(ui)
where ui and u
∗
i are K-dual bases of g, in the sense that K(ui, u
∗
j) = δij for all i, j.
In the sequel, the bilinear form that we will use to define the Casimir operators of
spo(2|n) will be the form K defined in this way:
(22) K(A,B) = 2str(AB), ∀A,B ∈ spo(2|n).
The following lemma will be important when we will compute the Casimir operator
of spo(2|n).
Lemma 4.2. The K-dual basis corresponding to the basis
Xx, Xx2 , X1, Xθi, Xxθi , Xθi−1θj−1
of spo(2|n) is given by
Xx, −
1
2
X1, −
1
2
Xx2, −Xxθi, Xθi, Xθi−1θj−1 .
Proof. We use the correspondence between vector fields of spo(2|n) and the matrices
established in [12, 2, 1]. 
4.2. Casimir operators on Sδ and Σδ. The following result is proven by computation.
Proposition 4.3. If m = 2l + 1− n is the superdimension then
(1) the Casimir operator associated with the representation (Pδ, L
P) is given by:
(23) CP |Σk,d
δ
= αk,dId
where αk,d is a constant which depending with the degrees k and d of differential
operators and it equals to:
(24) αk,d = k
2 + 2(d2 − kd) + (k − d)(m− 2δ)
+
1
2
(2d− k)(m+ 1− 4δ) +
1
2
δ(2δ −m− 1).
(2) the Casimir operator associated with the representation (Skδ , L
S) is given by:
(25) CS = CΣ +
1
2
∆,
where ∆ is defined in definition 3.2.
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Proof. First, we use the definition 4.1 and the formula (22) and lemma4.2 and we can
write the casimir operator CΣ on fine symbols as follow
−
1
2
LΣX
x2
LΣX1 −
n∑
i=1
LΣXxθi
LΣXθi
+ (LΣXx)
2 +
n∑
i,j
∑
i<j
(LΣXθi−1θj−1
)2
+
n∑
j=1
LΣXθj
LΣXxθj
−
1
2
LΣX1L
Σ
X
x2
.
Secondly, we use the formula of LΣXf given in the theorem2.12. The fact that C
Σ is
seen as a differential operator written in ∂x, ∂ζ and in Di and the fact that C
Σ commutes
with ∂x and that ∂x commutes with Di, the coefficients of the operator C
Σ don’t depend
on the variable x. In the same sense, the operator CΣ commutes with Xθi and the
coefficients of the operator CΣ don’t depend on the variable θi.
Because of the explicit formulas of the terms LΣX
x2
and
∑
i L
Σ
Xxθi
, the contributions of
the terms −1
2
LΣX
x2
LΣX1 and
∑n
i=1 L
Σ
Xxθi
LΣXθi
are equal to zero. The contribution of the
term −1
2
LΣX1L
Σ
X
x2
is the same that its given by
−
1
2
LΣ[X1,Xx2 ] = −
1
2
LΣX{1,x2} = −L
Σ
Xx
= −
(
δ − ζ∂ζ −
1
2
∑
k
γk∂γk
)
.
The contributions of the other terms of CΣ are obtained by computation. The sum
of the all contributions of the Casimir operator CΣ is polynomial in Euler operators
corresponding in ζ and γi coordinates. It is therefore easy to see that the restriction
of CP to Σk,d is equal to αk,dId. The proof of the formula (25) is similar. We use the
formula of LSXf given in the theorem(2.12). 
4.3. Casimir operator on Dλµ. In order to compute the Casimir operator on Dλµ we
use the tools developed by P. Mathonet and F. Radoux in [12]. These tools which are
axed to a interior product of a row vector and a symmetric tensor. This allow us to
adapt their results to our case. We recall first this definition given in [12].
Definition 4.4. The interior product of h ∈ (R2l+1|n)∗ in a symmetric tensor h1∨. . .∨hk
(h1, . . . , hk ∈ R
2l+1|n) is defined by
i(h)h1 ∨ . . . ∨ hk =
k∑
j=1
(−1)h˜(
∑j−1
r=1 h˜r)〈h, hj〉h1 ∨ . . . jˆ . . . ∨ hk,
where 〈h, x〉 denotes the standard matrix multiplication of the row h by the column x.
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This means that we extend the pairing of (R2l+1|n)∗ and R2l+1|n as a derivation of the
symmetric product. We may also extend it to Sδ by setting i(h)u = 0 for u ∈ Fδ (it isn’t
act on the coefficient of the polynomial) and by defining i(h) as a differential operator
of order zero and parity h˜. We also recall (see [12]) that if h ∈ (R2l+1|n)∗ therefore Xh
is the quadratic projective vector field given by
Xh =
2l+1+n∑
j=1
hjt
j(−1)j˜E
where E is the Euler vector field. This tools allows us to compute the operator γ in
simple terms.
In particular, when l = 0, we obtain the results of S1|n. The following result expresses
the operator γ.
Lemma 4.5. If h is a quadratic contact projective vector field and if h′ ∈ (R1|n)∗ is such
that Xh
′
= h therefore one has on Skδ (S
1|n)
(26) γ(h) = − (2λ+ k − 1) i(h′),
where i(h′) is the interior product from Definition4.4.
Proof. The proof is similar as one done in details in [12]. 
Using these tools we have the following result.
Proposition 4.6. Let εk the dual vector of the kth column vector of canonical basis of
R
1|n. We denote by ζ(resp. ηk) the moment coordinate associated to the variable x (resp.
θk). When we write a symbol in terms of the contact moment coordinates ζ and γi, then
(1) the operator i(ε1) is seen as the operator ∂ζ − θk∂γk ,
(2) and the operator i(εk), where 2 6 k 6 n+ 1, is seen as the operator −1
2
∂γk .
Proof. The symbol ζcγI is written with the terms of the canonical contact moment
coordinates as ζc(ηi − θiζ)
I . It sufficient to see that to apply the operator ∂ζ on the
symbol ζc(ηi − θiζ)
I , this means that it is the same to apply the operator ∂ζ − θi∂γi on
the symbol ζcγI and by writing the obtained result in the canonical moment coordinates.
The second proof is similar. 
We define the following affine invariants.
Definition 4.7. (i) We call contact divergence and we denote by DivC , the operator
DivC : Σ
k,d
δ → Σ
k−1,d−1
δ : S 7→ ∂x∂ζS;
(ii) We call the tangential divergence and we denote by DivT , the operator
DivT : Σ
k,d
δ → Σ
k−1,d− 1
2
δ : S 7→ Dr∂γrS.
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The operators DivC and DivT intertwines the action of the affine Lie superalgebra
Aff(2|n).
We have now the ingredients to compute the Casimir operator on the differential
operators Dkλµ(S
1|n).
Proposition 4.8. The Casimir operator CD on the differential operators Dkλµ(S
1|n) is
written as
CD = CS +NSD,
where the operator NSD equals to
(2λ+ k − 1)
2
(2DivC +DivT ) .
Proof. By using the definition of γ(Xf ) (see (16) ) and the fact that it is equal to zero
on the elements of Aff(2|n) and the definition of the Casimir operator (see Definition
(4.1)), we obtain the formula
CD = CS −
1
2
γ(Xx2)L
S
X1
−
n∑
i=1
γ(Xxθi)L
S
Xθi
+
n∑
i=1
LSXθi
γ(Xxθi)−
1
2
LSX1γ(Xx2)
By defining the operator NSD as follow
NSD = −
1
2
γ(Xx2)L
S
X1
−
n∑
i=1
γ(Xxθi)L
S
Xθi
+
n∑
i=1
LSXθi
γ(Xxθi)−
1
2
LSX1γ(Xx2)
and by using the Lemma 4.5 and the Proposition 4.6, we obtain the contributions of the
all terms in the operator NSD. The sum of these contributions gives the result. 
Remark 4.9. It is easy to see that the operator NPD which measure the difference
between the Casimir operator on the fine symbols Pδ(S
1|n) and the Casimir operator on
the differential operators Dkλµ(S
1|n) is written as follow
NPD =
1
2
∆ +
2λ+ k − 1
2
(2DivC +DivT ).
4.4. Uniqueness of fine quantization. We define a set of critical values of δ.
Definition 4.10. A value of δ is called critical if it exists the values k, d, k′ and d′ which
satisfy the conditions
d′ 6 k′ 6 2d′, d′ < d and d 6 k 6 2d.
such that
αk,d − αk′,d′ = 0.
We compute the explicit critical values in the following proposition.
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Proposition 4.11. If P (k, k′, , d, d′) denotes the function
(k − k′)(2(k + k′) +m− 1)− 4(kd− k′d′) + 2(d− d′)(2d+ 2d′ + 1),
then the set Cδ,crit of critical values of δ is given by
{
P (k, k′, d, d′)
4(d− d′)
, k, k′ ∈ N, d, d′ ∈
1
2
N, d′ 6 k′ 6 2d′, d′ < d, d 6 k 6 2d}.
Proof. It sufficient to use the Definition 4.10 and the formula (24) to conclude. 
The main result of the uniqueness is given by the following theorem.
Theorem 4.12. If δ /∈ Cδ,crit and if δ /∈ Iδ ∪ C, then the fine spo(2|n)-equivariant
quantization on Pδ(S
1|n) given in the Theorem 3.9 is unique.
Proof. If S ∈ Σk,dδ (S
1|n), then it exists an unique Sˆ = S +
∑
k′,d′
d′6k′62d′
d′<d
Sk′,d′ which the
Heisenberg symbol is given by S and which is an eigenvector with eigenvalue αk,d of C
D.
These conditions are written as
(27) (CΣ +NPD)
S +
∑
k′,d′
d′6k′62d′
d′<d
Sk′,d′
 = αk,d
S +
∑
k′,d′
d′6k′62d′
d′<d
Sk′,d′
 .
Since the operator NPD maps the space Σ
k,d
δ (S
1|n) to the direct sum
Σ
k,d− 1
2
δ (S
1|n)⊕ Σ
k−1,d− 1
2
δ (S
1|n)⊕ Σk−1,d−1δ (S
1|n),
we obtain thus, in general, the equations in function of symbols
(28) (αk,d − αk′,d′)Sk′,d′ = f(Sk′′,d′′), avec k
′′ + d′′ > k′ + d′
and f a function which depends on the operator NPD.
Since δ is not critical, the expressions (αk,d − αk′,d′) in (28) are not equal to zero and
every equation of the equations (28) possesses an unique solution i.e, the terms Sk′,d′ are
determined with an unique way. We determine the terms Sk′,d′ one by one.
Briefly, if S ∈ Σk,dδ , it exists an unique Sˆ such that hσ
d(Sˆ) = S and such that
CD(Sˆ) = αk,d(Sˆ). We define thus Q(S) as Sˆ.
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If now S ∈ Pdδ (S
1|n) and if S =
∑2d
k=⌈d⌉ Sk with Sk ∈ Σ
k,d
δ , then one sets Q(S) :=∑2d
k=⌈d⌉Q(Sk). Since we have
hσd(LλµXfQ(Sk)) = L
P
Xf
hσdQ(Sk) = L
P
Xf
(Sk), ∀k and hσ
d(Q(LPXf (Sk))) = L
P
Xf
(Sk), ∀k
then we obtain
LλµXfQ(Sk) = QL
P
Xf
(Sk), ∀k
because the two members are the eigenvectors of CD of the same eigenvalue. This means
that one has:
CD(LλµXfQ(Sk)) = L
λµ
Xf
CDQ(Sk) = αk,dL
λµ
Xf
Q(Sk)), ∀k
whereas CDQ(LPXf (Sk)) = αk,dQ(L
P
Xf
(Sk)), ∀k.
We have that LPXf (Sk) is the eigenvector of C
Σ with eigenvalue αk,d because
CΣ(LPXf (Sk)) = L
P
Xf
(αk,dSk) = αk,dL
P
Xf
(Sk).
By linearity, one has LλµXfQ(S) = QL
P
Xf
(S).
If Q is a fine quantization on Pdδ (S
1|n), then its restrictions on the sub-spaces Σk,dδ (S
1|n)
where ⌈d⌉ 6 k 6 2d, are unique because if S ∈ Σk,dδ (S
1|n) then Q(S) must be such that
hσd(Q(S)) = S and LλµXfQ(S) = Q(L
P
Xf
S), therefore CD(Q(S)) must equals to αk,dQ(S).
The image Q(S) is unique by using the first part of the proof. Since the restriction of
Q on the sub-spaces Σk,dδ (S
1|n) is unique then Q is unique on Pdδ (S
1|n).
If δ /∈ Cδ,crit, then the existence and the uniqueness of the quantization are assured on
the space Pdδ (S
1|n), for all d ∈ 1
2
N. Therefore, the equivariant quantization exists and it
is unique on the space Pδ(S
1|n). 
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